Are we moving towards Smart, Inclusive and Sustainable Cities?

Day 1 (3/27) – Knowlton Hall

5:30pm  **Opening lecture**
        Introduction by Tijs van Maasakkers
        Prof. Rachel Weber, PhD, University of Illinois, Chicago
        Location: Gui Auditorium, Room 250

6:30pm  Reception and Banvard Gallery exhibition
        The City Remembers.
        Location: Banvard Gallery

Day 2 (3/28) – STEAM Factory

9:00am  Registration

9:30am  **Paper session I:**
        **Who Governs Smart Cities?**
        Discussant: Kareem Usher
        Archimedes Faulkner, PhD Candidate, University of California, Berkeley
        Evolving Governance Structures in Smart Cities: A Case Study of Quayside
        Prof. Sai Balakrishnan, PhD, Harvard University
        Stakeholders Cities: Agrarian-Urban “Smart Cities’ in Liberalizing India
        Prof. Nicholas J. Marantz, PhD, University of California, Irvine
        Enforced Self-Regulation as “Smart” Governance? Evidence from State Affordable Housing Appeals Systems

11:30am **Lunch and lecture**
        Introduction by Zhenhua Chen
        Prof. Karen Frick, PhD, University of California, Berkeley

12:45pm **Paper session II:**
        **Collaboration and Open Data**
        Discussant: Santina Contreras
        Prof. Robert Goodspeed, PhD and Yuan Han, PhD Candidate, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
        Can we collaboratively plan the smart city?
        Prof. Theodore C. Lim, PhD, Virginia Tech
        Open Environmental Data: A Vision for Smart, Sustainable, and Inclusive Cities
        Prof. Bev Wilson, PhD, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
        Leveraging Open Data to Design Smarter and More Responsive Cities in the U.S.

2:45pm  Coffee Break

3:00pm  **Practitioner Panel**
        Moderator: Jason Reece
        De Lena Scales, Neighborhood Integration Manager, City of Columbus
        Andrew Conley, Program Director, Clean Fuels Ohio
        Lori Duguid, Associate Vice President, Michael Baker International
        Justin Goodwin, Transportation Planning Manager, City of Columbus

5:00pm  Happy Hour

Day 3 (3/29) – Knowlton Hall

9:00am  Registration for new attendees

9:30am  **Paper session III:**
        **Economies and the Smart City**
        Discussant: Yas Motoyama
        Mahtot Gebresselassie, PhD Candidate, Virginia Tech
        Techno-economic Relationships in the Conception of Smart and Inclusive Cities: A Case Study of Transport Apps for Persons with Disabilities
        Eunkyu Lee, PhD, Baruch College - City University of New York
        Who is Willing to Pay for Energy-Efficiency of the Built Environment?
        Prof. Bhuiyan M. Alam, PhD, University of Toledo
        Can Legacy Cities Be Smart? An Optimistic and Critical Review of City of Toledo’s Smart City Challenge Vision Narrative

11:30pm  Lunch

12:30-1pm **Closing lecture**
        Introduction by Jesus Lara
        David Dixon, FAIA, VP of Planning and Urban Design, Stantec, Inc.
        Location: Gui Auditorium, Room 250